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Where to begin????????????????



Let’s start from the top: IPCC

IPCC Assessment Reports = 1990, 1995, 2001 and 2007



Let’s start from the top: IPCC

“Overall, we find that 45% of countries, all 
Non-Annex 1 [developing], have never 

had authors participate in the IPCC 
process; on the other hand, European and 

North American experts make up more 
than 75% of all authors (N = 4394).”



Let’s start from the top: IPCC

“Per capita gross domestic product, population, English-
speaking status, and levels of tertiary education were all 
found to be statistically significant drivers of authorship 
counts. In particular, participation by authors from English 
speaking Non-Annex 1 [developing] countries is 2.5 times 
greater than those that are non-English speaking.”



Let’s start from the top: IPCC



Let’s start from the top: IPCC

“The documented silencing effects in AR5 WGII contribute towards divorcing 
climate change from its socio-political-historical-cultural context, constructing 
climate change as a problem for society as opposed to a problem of society. 

Such depoliticization directs attention away from the root causes of 
vulnerability and constrains the potential for linking adaptation to broader 

policy goals or decolonializing processes”





















People first approach



People first approach



People first approach

“…I ask: Inuit, namiipita? Why, in spite of so much research and policy focus on 
Arctic climate change, are we Inuit still consultants or fillers in an otherwise 

Western-driven enterprise to ‘monitor’ climate developments in Inuit 
Nunangat?…I want to highlight that the story of climate change research and 

policy in Canada has so far been the familiar story of marginalization of Inuit in 
the national narrative”



ITK Climate Change Strategy





Climate Atlas of Canada



Farmer-focused Approach
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Farmer-focused Approach



Coal worker-focus approach



Coal worker-focus approach
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Unemployment, alienation, and denial
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Unemployment, alienation, and denial



Unemployment, alienation, and denial



Unemployment, alienation, and denial



Unemployment, alienation, and denial



“Western alienation is also of concern because it has given 
rise to xenophobic populism, the likes of which has resulted 

in Trumpism in the US and Brexit in the UK…the extreme 
right has tried to capitalize on the economic discontent in 

Alberta after the downturn in the energy sector…”

Unemployment, alienation, and denial



Unemployment, alienation, and denial



COVID and CLIMATE CHANGE



Starting from the bottom up: a co-designed 
research agenda
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